Use the following values for top reinforcing bars:

- 2" for #4 bars
- 2½" for #6 bars
- 3¾" for #8 bars
- 3½" for #7 bars
- 4" for #8 bars

Clearance required is 3½" for top transverse bar used for this standard slab. Values will need to be reviewed for other size slabs. (No need to resize)

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

For reinforcement of barrier not shown, see Sheet No. —

For details of precast prestressed panels, see Sheet No. —

Contractor may shift or swap bars as needed

Use alternate detail for CIP deck

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Values will need to be revised for other size slabs.

Clearance values based on the following:

- 2% Cross Slope
- Crown of Slab
- Top of Slab
- Profile Grade
- GIRDER
- 3/4" Drip
- 3/4" Drip (Typ.)
- Finish each side of joint with 1/4" radius edging tool
- Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —

The larger negative moment reinforcement shown in grouped and can be deleted if the negative moment steel is to be downgraded. A set of bars the same size as the transverse bars shown behind the larger bars shown will become visible when the larger bars are deleted. (Do not show on plans).

Use alternate detail for type at barrier

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For theoretical bottom of slab elevations, girder camber diagram and theoretical slab covering 2½", see Sheet No. —

For Plan of Slab Showing Reinforcement, see Sheet No. —

For alternate detail for barrier, see Sheet No. —
Plate Girder w/ Panel (5 Girder)

Type 2,3,4 w/ Panel (5 Girder)

Type 6 w/ Panel (5 Girder)

Bulb Tee w/ Panel (5 Girder)

Plate Girder C.I.P. (5 Girder)

Type 2,3,4 C.I.P. (5 Girder)

Type 6 C.I.P. (5 Girder)

Bulb Tee C.I.P. (5 Girder)